
Monsterbots
Session 3 2023

Instructor: Laura Erlig

Get ready for a fun STEAM-Y class!  Students will start off building a variety of Monsterbots
from a kit, while building their own understanding of simple circuits.   This will lead them to
develop their own creative designs and see if they can create a bot that meets certain criteria
that will be decided upon by the group.  They will need to test and modify their bots in order to
improve them and maintain a scientific journal of their work.  Students will appreciate the
different creative designs and see which bot is the fastest, can travel in a straight line, be most
practical, and meet other tests.  They will work on the engineering process that will help prepare
them for Ventura County’s Virtual Science Fair, if they are interested. Students will receive a kit
that includes:

● Bristlebots: tiny, wiggling robots built using toothbrush heads
● Art Bots: wobbly robots that draw as they move
● Brushbots: supersized Bristlebots built from scrub brushes

The Bristlebot kit provides an exciting and creative hands-on introduction to the world of robotics
and electronics! You will build simple electrical circuits that bring your robots to life, using
vibrational motion to propel them. With three different robots to build, you can explore a wide
range of movements and simple robot behaviors, from shuffling randomly to scribbling with a
marker.

Class 1: Robotic Engineering:  What is it? What majors are related to this in college? What is a
closed circuit? How does a vibrate motor work?  What is a coin battery? HW: Create 3
questions to ask Steve Rodgers about being a robotic engineer and review notes on circuits.
Bristlebot Stations:

● Preparing Toothbrush: sawing and sanding-outside
● Building a circuit: completing a circuit
● Decorating the tiny bot: googly eyes and give it a name
● Racing bristlebot

Class 2: Meet an Engineer:  Steve Rodgers works for Agilent and manages a team of robot
engineers and will go over how Amgen uses robots.

● Quiz on closed circuits
● Finish Bristlebot.

Class 3-4: Racing Bots:  Design your own race course.  Go through Engineering goals and
processes.  Discuss variables and take a quiz.  Use testing to compare the first two coin bots'
speed and accuracy of moving straight.  Analyze the data to see if you can determine better
design practices.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Yb8mwGmFdg
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/toothbrush-bristlebot


Class 5: Introduction to Science Fair,   Go through Engineering goals and processes and how to
present data on a graph.  What is the difference from the coin battery to a 2 AA battery holder?
What’s the difference between a vibrating motor and a 3 volt DC motor? Build a brushbot

Then, work on making a different robot. How can you use what you know to create your own
robot

Class 6-7: Creative Design: what other bots can you make?  What will it do?    What is its
function?  Design 3-5 ideas.  Create a test changing one variable and then graph results.  Put
into practice: Build an Artbot. Artbot Data Sheet - Test speed and distance of the Artbot with
the popsicle stick off-center, partially off-center, and centered, then analyze results and graph
data points.

Class 8: Junkbots Create your bot with the items you collected.  Test  your design. Create your
own test and find results and present it in the last class.  Or cut bristles at a slant and predict if it
will move slower or faster; straighter or more curvy; or create another test to present results next
class.

Class 9: Monsterbots Final and Present your results:  You will share your designs and findings
from the class with your classmates.

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/brushbot#materials
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/blog/halloween-robots
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/blog/halloween-robots
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project-ideas/Robotics_p014/robotics/build-art-bot
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/stem-activities/build-a-recycled-robot

